
OUR TEAM BELIEVES IN: 

 

         

We are a group of 

likeminded individuals who 

choose to commit to each 

other as a team. We realize 

that we have the ability to 

change peoples’ lives for 

the better: to remove pain, 

improve health, remove 

shame, cultivate confidence 

and increase quantity and 

quality of life.  

Integrity will be the moral 

compass that guides our 

every decision and action. 

We choose the path that 

leads to Excellence rather 

than ease. We are dedicated 

to bringing a spirit of Joy 

and happiness to our 

workplace each day and 

celebrating the success of 

our patients and teammates.  

We are committed to 

continuous improvement 

and serving our patience 

endlessly each and every 

day.  

 

 

 

 

OUR VISION  
CARING FOR PATIENTS 

We educate our patients about what care is available then allow 

them to choose the level of care they deem appropriate. Regardless 

of the level of care they choose, we use the best materials, labs, 

equipment, services and processes to ensure patient care is 

provided at the absolute highest level. Patients reward us with their 

trust, ongoing loyalty to the practice, online reviews and referrals. 

CARING FOR EACH OTHER 

We choose to put our teammates’ needs and well-being above our 

own for the greater common good. No job is beneath us and no 

single teammate is more valuable than another. We are rewarded 

with the sense of security, support and safety that a family 

provides. 

SHARING OUR GOOD FORTUNE 

We operate from a mindset of abundance. We share our time, 

talents, resources and kindness freely with our teammates, our 

patients, our family and our community. 

A GROWTH MINDSET 

We celebrate our victories- both large and small- without feeling 

as if we have reached the final destination. We strive for 

incremental improvement each day; always improving our skills, 

systems and techniques to create a dynamic and fulling work 

environment. 

CONTINUING EDUCATION 

As we master our craft, we experience more professional 

fulfillment and practice success. This success affords us the 

opportunity to pursue lifelong learning both professionally and 

personally. 

IMAGINE A DAY…….With a schedule full of the right 

patients and procedures to reach our mutually defined goals, 

performed in a smooth and systematic manner with all the 

necessary supplies, equipment and accessories right at our 

fingertips. Patients own their condition. They see the value in 

the care we provide, and they are willing to invest in it. We 

leave each day complete. We know that we are prepared for 

tomorrow and that we did EXCELLENT work today with 

people we like, respect, and take care of! 


